
Millionaire investment 

advantages,

for the middle class



Why Invest in Real Estate

Leveragability – Houses are a “hard asset” that you can get financing on and benefit from the borrowed funds 
invested in addition to your own funds.

Positive Cash Flow – We only invest in properties that provide monthly income after all expenses are paid. We 
locate, and acquire properties following the Authentic Canadian Real Estate System 

Principal Reduction –In 25 years the tenants will have paid for a mortgage free house. With every mortgage 
payment a portion of the money borrowed to purchase the property is paid down.

Asset Appreciation –(Forced and Passive) The average home price is $407,071, up by 5.7% Lethbridge 
(+12.0%), Edmonton (+10.6%), Calgary (+3.8%).

Inflation Protection – Lets pretend my parents purchased a basket of goods when I was born for $100. today 
they would pay $459.34 to buy the same basket of goods. Over the last 50 years rental incomes and real estate 
value have grown 3.89% annually with inflation. So if you have $100,000 now for retirement in 25 years it will only 
buy $55,725. worth of goods, But real estate income grows with inflation.

Tax Benefits – Taxes erode your returns on stocks, bonds, on other equities. Real estate enjoys many tax 
advantaged strategies. Capital gains deductions on personal residence, Closing cost and professional services 
expense deductions, insurance and interest.

Diversification – Following a multiyear decline in interest rates and global financial upheaval many investors are 
allocating upwards of 50% of their portfolio in real assets. Real assets combine yield, stability, and growth with 
down side protection. People need homes even if there was a giant market crash. 
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Real Estate is Stable, it is Slow to Rise and Slow to Fall

There are safer investments such as bonds 

unfortunately the returns commonly won’t outpace 

inflation. Real estate has proven to be one of the 

most stable investments. There are market cycles just 

like in any investment, but over time the 

predictability of real estate values and returns have 

been a great investment that combines yield, 

stability, and growth with down side protection.

Real estate has long been a favourite asset class of the 

wealthy. The latest data suggests that the belief in real estate 

hasn’t changed much over the past several years, despite one 

of the most challenging real estate markets in history: current 

allocation stands at 24%, just 2% lower than its high back in 

2008. If anything, the data suggests that the wealthy have 

viewed the great real estate shakedown of the past several 

years as a buying opportunity rather than a reason to sell 

everything and stuff the cash under the mattress.



Real Estate vs. the Stock Market
One of the greatest benefits to real estate investing is that you can invest using 
borrowed money. Please note that consumer debt (loans to pay for a car, a vacation, or other 

consumables) hinder a person’s net worth. Loans secured by an appreciating asset 
serve to amplify opportunities.

Looking at the stats without digging into the numbers the stock market appears to out 
perform real estate. The Canadian Real Estate Association shows an average annual 
gain of 5.4% nationally from 2004 through 2013 for resale homes. The comparable 
average return from stocks was just under 8%. 

5.4% only reflects real estate appreciation and inflation. It doesn’t include cash flow, 
principal reduction, or leveragability.

Real estate Return On Investment is generally in double digits when:

- Real estate investing is treated like a business

- Extensive market research is used to identify regions that are growing in 
GDP, Population, and Incomes

- A proven system is used to identify under valued houses that cash flow in up 
and coming neighbourhoods

- Excellent property management is used to maximize rental income and add 
equity through renovation and maintenance

Real estate values can benefit from advances in transportation infrastructure like ring 
roads and LRT extensions. Amenities such as a new stadium or a new mall will also 
affect real estate values. Many neighbourhoods out paced the average in their cities. 
In 2014 Lethbridge, and Edmonton, Alberta resale gains were 10 and 12%.

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/gl

obe-investor/personal-
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http://www.moneysense.ca/columns

/real-estate-vs-the-stock-market

After “peeling the 

onion” we see that real 

estate can commonly 

out pace the stock 

market by a large 

margin.



Your Dreams Take Flight With

“Your attitude, not your aptitude, 
will determine your altitude” Zig Ziglar



BELIEVES in providing FINANCIAL CERTAINTY for you 

and YOUR FAMILY
We do it using a proven investment system that has evolved over the last 20+ 

years, it is based on economic fundamentals and unbiased market research, allowing 

us to cut through the speculation and hype perpetuated by the media. 

We buy houses based on real facts and identify long term trends to reduce risk in all 

economic conditions. 

We have opportunities to invest in our existing properties, and future 

construction projects

In addition to our team of specialized professionals. 

Our membership with REIN allow us to 

“stand on the shoulders of giants” 

benefiting from the 20+ years of experience gained 

by 3000+ members that have transacted more than 

$5 Billion of real estate.



As a contractor for 17 years I’ve seen a lot of success in real estate equalled only by the horror story failures. What I’ve 

learned is the horror stories tend to come from people that dive in thinking they can be a Real Estate Investor without any 

education and all on their spare time. By treating real estate investing as a business we can influence our returns in any 

market condition. Our proven systems, world class research, and expert advisors are helping us create exceptional returns 

and great homes for our customers.

The profit from our first year of Real Estate Investing inspired me to redesign my life and I believe it was just in time. My 

stress and anxiety were evolving and I’m sure I was marching hard for a divorce followed by a heart attack. Today I’m close 

to getting my pilots license so I can fly charity missions. My health is dramatically improving and my spare time is filled 

with church, trapshooting, flying, and family. Melanie and I are excited because our financial certainty will fund all our 

family adventures.

About Tony Sera
I started to pursue Real Estate Investing after learning that my wife and I were going to 

become parents. Melanie and I were self employed contractors and because we didn’t pay 

into unemployment insurance, maternity leave income wasn’t available. Melanie and I 

worked an 80+ hour work week to provide for just the 2 of us and couldn’t see how I was 

going to support a child without my business partner. My RRSP’s only lost value and Investing 

in education funds seemed impossible. All I wanted to do was watch my kids grow up. 

We could stop buying houses now and be completely satisfied with our investments but growing a business that creates 

generational income while sharing the profits with my friends and family is a legacy I can be very proud of. I want to be 

remembered as a hero for my charity work, a role model to my children, and for helping others achieve their dreams by 

asking “How can I help you get what you want?”



What is it Really For? What is Your Why?
Real estate as an investment vehicle can combine life worth investments with net worth investments.

 Life worth meaning investments that enhance peoples life enjoyment in ways 

that money alone cannot. I helped my handicap brother and his wife get into a 

safe home. No one is going to suddenly decide to sell or raise the rent on them. 

It also gives me and my parents peace of mind knowing that my brother has a 

home after my parents pass. This transaction provides life worth value while 

simultaneously providing my parents retirement income.

 My wife and I were able to buy 2 brand new condos each $14,000 under market 

value. The $1000/month cash flow helps to cover Melanie’s income while she 

stays at home with our young daughters. In 25 years at my retirement those 

condos will be paid off and the cash flow will serve as our retirement income.

 One of my fellow investors convinced his parents to get a home equity line of 

credit on their debt free home to buy rental properties. Retirement for them 

looked like shoveling the walks and tending the yard while collecting pension. 

10 years later they drink margaritas in the Arizona condo cash flow pays for. 

Having a paid off home makes a person feel safe, but it doesn’t buy the 

margaritas.

What is your why? Money sitting in a bank account never made anyone happy. It can however make a person 

feel secure or give them a sense of freedom. What is it really for? 



Lets Do Coffee

If you want excellent returns 
that exceed what you can earn 

in the markets

appreciate the security that 
owning bricks and mortar 

provides

have a minimum of $30,000 to 
invest

are looking for a hands-off, 
worry-free investments

Lets Start Today!
By filling out the investor application it 
helps us learn what is important to you. 
We want to insure that we understand 

what you want and why.

Tony Sera
AvailHomes@Hotmail.com
Phone:(780)862-5762

mailto:AvailHomes@Hotmail.com

